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14. Appendix A: Phase 1
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14.1 Interviewees
Organisation name Organisation Date of Area of work Relevant
(abbreviation) type interview domestic

energy
efficiency
programmes

Sheffield City Local 16.08.99 Refurbishment Home Energy
Council, Department Authority and advice Efficiency
of Environmental programmes Scheme (HEES),
Housing (SCC 1) Home Energy

Conservation Act
(HECA), Home
Improvement
Programme
(HIP)

Leeds Environmental Consultants 20.08.99 Refurbishment N/A
Design Associates programmes
(LEDA)
Sheffield City • 23.08.99 Refurbishment •
Council, Department and advice
of Environmental programmes
Housing (SCC2)
Energy Audit Consultants 8.09.99 Refurbishment HECA
Company (EAC) and advice

programmes
Stay Put, Sheffield Home 27.09.99 Refurbishment HIP
(SP) Improvement and advice

Agency oroorammes
Energy Saving Trust, Government- 29.09.99 Advice and Market
Marketing backed awareness Transformation
Department (EST) advice etc. programmes Programme,

Energy Efficiency
Marketing
Programme,
Home Energy
Efficiency
Programme

Department of Government 29.9.99 Policy all EST
Environment Department programmes,
Transport and the Energy Efficiency
Regions, Sustainable Commitment
Energy Policy
Division (DETR1)
Leicester Local Government- 5.10.99 Advice and Energy Efficiency
Energy Advice backed awareness Marketing
Centre (LEAC) advice etc. programmes Programme

National Energy Government- 18.10.99 Advice and HEES,HECA
Action, Training backed awareness
section (NEA) training, programmes

advice etc.
Newark and Local 21.10.99 Refurbishment HEES, HECA,
Sherwood Energy Authority and advice HIP
Agency programmes
(NSEA)

Groundwork Trust, Home 22.10.99 Refurbishment HIP
Ashfield and Improvement and advice
Mansfield (GT_l Agencyl programmes
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Govemment-
backed
advice

DETR, Sustainable " 21.6.00 Policy HECA, HEES
Energy Policy
Division (DETR2)
DETR Energy " 7.S.00 Policy Home Energy
Efficiency Report (Seller's
Programme (DETR3) Pack)

(DETR4) " 7.S.00 Policy Home Energy
Report (Seller's
Pack)

Table 14-1: Organisations represented in phase 1 ottne field research - interviews

Note:

Since the LEDA representative had worked primarily with Housing Associations

householders rather than homeowners, the data relating to the first three sections of

the interview were not included in the analysis.
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14.2 Interview guides

14.2.1 Energy advice programmesproviders

General description of the programme

• What are the main areas of information covered by your advice programme?

• Who is the information aimed at? Homeowner occupants! tenants?

• What are the primary aims of the programme?

• (To reduce C02 emissions, reduce the number of people in fuel poverty, reduce

fuel bills ... )

• By what different means is advice given?

• What are the main! most important considerations in designing the programme

to be effective?

• Anything to add to the general description of the programme?

The advice in detail

• Which areas of energy advice are targeted by your office?

• By subject?

• By delivery method?

• Why do these areas take priority?

• Which areas of information do you feel are the most important when

addressing home energy efficiency?

• Why?

• Anything to add?

Levels of motivation among owners-occupiers

• How is the programme in general received by householders?

• Which advice is the most popular or successful with householders?

• By subject?

• By delivery method?

• Why do you think this is?

• Is this advice put into action by householders?

• Which information is the most effective in motivating householders to adopt

energy saving measures?

• Are incentives necessary for action?

• What are they! which are the most effective?
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• How does the success of information and incentive vary according to

household type?

• Anything to add?

Methods of implementation

• Is there any formal post-delivery evaluation?

• How successful would you say the programme was in terms of

• raising awareness about home energy efficiency and changing behaviour of

householders?

• reducing the negative environmental impact of the existing housing stock in the

UK.

• Would you do anything differently if designing another similar programme?

The future

• What measures do you believe are necessary to significantly improve the

energy efficiency of the housing stock (e.g. to meet the government targets of a

20% reduction in C02 emissions usage in the next 10 years I 30% increase in

energy efficiency in the next 10 years?)

• Any other points you'd like to make which haven't been covered?
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14.2.2 Project officers involved in refurbishment programmes

Description of the programme

• Tackling which area?

• Which home types?

• Owner Occupants! tenants?

• Main! most important considerations in designing the programme?

• Anything to add to the general description of the programme?

The refurbishment measures themselves

• Which measures did you implement or offer as part of the scheme?

• Why were these the priority?

• Which were the most popular! most readily taken-up?

• Which areas do you feel are the most important to address in general when

addressing home energy efficiency?

• Anything to add?

(if also giving advice)

• What advice was covered?

• Which area of advice was the priority in this case?

• Which areas do you feel are the most important to address in general when

addressing home energy efficiency?)

Levels of motivation among owners-occupiers

• How was the programme received by the participants !Iocals?

• How did they react?

• Was it easy to get people involved?

• How did you do this?

• Were incentives necessary?

• What were they! which were the most effective?

• Anything to add?

Methods of implementation

• How did you introduce the programme to the potential participants?

• Would you do anything differently if designing another similar programme?

• Was there any post upgrading evaluation? What were the results?
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• How successful would you say the programme was in terms of

• raising awareness about home energy efficiency and changing behaviour of

householders?

• reducing the negative environmental impact of the existing housing stock in the

UK.

The future

• What measures do you believe are necessary to significantly improve the

energy efficiency of the housing stock (e.g. to meet the government targets of a

20% reduction in C02 emissions in the next 10 years.)

• Any other points you'd like to make which haven't been covered?
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14.2.3 Energy Efficiency Programme Manager, DETR 3

(Focus on the seller's information pack energy report, pilot study)

Description

• Am I right in thinking that the principle of including an energy report in the

seller's information pack has now been approved by the Government?

• When will the seller's pack be introduced?

• When is the Bristol pilot scheme due to be completed?

• What is the intended role and what are the aims of energy report?

• Impact of the report

• Is it expected that the report will make a significant contribution to the domestic

20% CO2 reduction target? (i.e. 20% below 1990 CO2 levels by 2010)

• Have there been estimates of the potential impact of the report on the energy

efficiency of the UK housing stock, or on domestic CO2 emissions?

• How many households is it estimated the energy report will reach annually on

its introduction?

The history and development of the report

• Is the introduction of the energy report based on any evidence that this type of

report has had good results in other situations?

• Where has it been used?

• What were the results?

• Why was it decided to include the report in the sellers' pack rather than In any

other form?

• Does this energy advice method have advantages over other alternatives?

• What are they?

• Also, more specifically, do you think that this method is more likely to motivate

people to act than other methods?

• What information is included in the report for the Bristol Pilot scheme?

• Why were these items chosen?

Results of the pilot so far

• What has been the response to the report so far, of the buyers who have taken

part in the pilot? Would you like to add anything to what you have already said,

perhaps about the response of sellers?
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• What has been the response of sellers?

• Has there been any research into which information is received most positively

by either buyers or sellers?

Future effectiveness of the report

• Do you think the report will be effective in encouraging adoption of energy

efficiency measures once it is introduced?

• Based on feedback so far and on your experience, do you think there ways in

which it could be made more effective, for example through support

mechanisms and initiatives?

• Is it intended that there will be any incentives provided to encourage the take-

up of recommended measures? What would these be?

• Would you like to add anything at all?
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15. Appendix 8: Domestic energy efficiency

programmes

15.1 Introduction

The programmes described below were the primary UK Government programmes
associated with improving energy efficiency in the owner-occupied domestic stock in
2000101 when the author chose to focus the empirical study on the home energy
report. This appendix therefore provides the context for this choice. The programmes
and relevant targets described are outlined in the UK Climate Change Programme
(OETR 2000c), the UK Fuel Poverty Strategy (OETR 2001a) and the housing policy
document - Quality and Choice: a decent home for all (OETR 2000d). Section 2 of this
appendix provides an outline of programmes similar to the HER that are running in
other countries.

The Climate Change Programme was launched in 2000 and sets out the strategy
which aims to achieve the 20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2010. According to this

document there are four main strands to the Government's overall strategy to improve
domestic energy efficiency. Social policy renders increases in fuel bills unfavourable
and hence the use of economic instruments is largely ruled out. Instead, the
Government states that it aims to work through:

• provision of advice and information;

• incentives;
• regulations; and

• by working with others 'to provide a framework for the improvement of domestic
energy efficiency and to create a climate in which energy efficiency becomes a
routine, accepted, part of life.' (DETR 2000c:103)

The Government aims 'to offer everyone the opportunity of a decent home and so

promote social cohesion, well-being and self dependence' (OETR 2000d). The housing
policy document, Quality and Choice, a decent home for all (Ibid) outlines existing and
proposed initiatives relevant to the stated goals. Domestic energy efficiency is key to
many of the initiatives. Owner occupiers are generally expected to use their own funds
to maintain their homes, however, the latter document recognises the potential
importance of making public money available where a household's income Is
inadequate or where the quality of a neighbourhood is reduced significantly due to a
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number of badly maintained houses. The proposals in the Housing Policy document

build on the work of the Urban Task Force which recommended the use of a wider

range of policy tools to encourage private home improvements.

In response to the Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act, 2000, the Government

launched the UK Fuel Poverty Strategy (21 November 2001), setting out how the

Government and the Devolved Administrations will tackle fuel poverty in the UK. The

strategy seeks 'an end to the blight of fuel poverty for vulnerable households by 2010',

aiming to ensure that by 2010 no older householder, no family with children, and no

householder who is disabled or has a long-term illness, need risk ill health due to a cold

home. It is unclear as to whether or not this translates as a commitment to actually

eradicate fuel poverty for the 'vulnerable' (Boardman 2001). However, the Government

has set a specific target to reduce fuel expenditure as a percentage of income

(including housing benefit and income support for mortgage interest) to 5% by 2003/04

for the lowest three income deciles (DTI 2001a: fuel poverty).

The variety of approaches taken is, according to the Government, a reflection of the

recognition that different forms of encouragement are needed for different types of

household. Since the focus of this thesis is on energy efficiency, it should be noted that

only those strategies associated with reducing final energy demand through energy

efficient home improvement are described. While the importance of also addressing

energy supply issues is acknowledged, this area is beyond the scope of this thesis 1.

The following initiatives have been categorised according to their primary aim.

15.2 Climate change-driven programmes

The Energy Saving Trust and Government publicity campaigns

The Government reaches the so-called 'fuel rich' through the Energy Savings Trust.

These middle to upper income homeowners are currently the main audience of this

part Government-funded private company, targeted through the Energy Efficiency

Marketing Programme. Included in the programme Is free energy advice, delivered

through the Trust's network of 52 Local Energy Advice Centres (LEACs), a DIY home

energy postal survey, grants and cash-back schemes for installation of energy

efficiency measures, and awareness-raising activities through advertising and PR. The

1The author does, however, acknowledge the potential effectiveness of producing energy from renewable
resources and via community he~ting systems to both reduce C02 emissions and, long-term, to reduce
energy costs for the fuel poor. Micro CHP units have been included in the descriptions since they use
existing energy supply sources in a more efficient way.
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Energy Efficiency Marketing Campaign presents energy efficiency as the common
sense option, encouraging householders to both save money and help the
environment. By the end of March 2000, the local energy advice centres were
calculated to have saved over 900,000 customers an average of £24 per year.

The Government also reaches a wide audience via the 'Are You Doing Your Bit?'
campaign, raising awareness about domestic energy and car use and making links with
climate change via television advertising, leaflets and a mobile road show.

Market Transformation Programme

A quarter of all the electricity consumed in the UK is used by domestic appliances and
lighting (ref). The Government's Market Transformation Programme aims to encourage
consumers to buy efficient lighting and appliances, ultimately aiming to phase out the

least efficient items. Standards to remove inefficient boilers, refrigeration appliances
and fluorescent lamp ballasts are currently in force. The programme works with
business, the Energy Saving Trust and other experts to deliver more efficient products
and services, stimulate competition and encourage consumers to take up efficient
options. The programme also establishes the means of ranking or labelling efficient
products for promotion under other programmes.

Energy labelling forms part of the Market Transformation strategy policy. An energy
1

label allows consumers to directly compare the energy efficiency of various product
models. The EU label is currently shown on white goods and light bulbs and labels are
being developed for further sectors. In the UK, a similar rating scheme has been piloted
for boilers and heaters and a system for cars and homes is being developed. The
Energy Saving Trust also has an energy efficiency logo, which is used to endorse
products that meet certain standards.

Reduced VAT

Since April2000 VAT has been reduced from 17.5% to 5% for the installation on
energy saving materials. Included are insulation, draught stripping, hot water and
central heating system controls, and solar panels, however, DIY installation is not

included. The reduction was extended to cover the Installation, maintenance and repair
of central heating systems in the homes of less well-off pensioners and the Installation
of heating measures in the homes of the less well-off, where these are funded by
Government grants.
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Energy services

The notion of Energy Services signifies a shift from the provision of units of electricity

or gas to the idea of providing heat, light and power. The Government believes that this

approach 'can encourage the installation of energy efficiency measures, reduce energy

use and lower fuel bills' (OETR 2000c). For this reason, work has been carried out

(with the Energy Services Association and the Energy Saving Trust) to tackle perceived

barriers to this approach in the domestic sector. According to the PIU, many of the

barriers to energy efficiency might be overcome through the marketing of energy

services. In addition, the level of Government intervention needed to promote energy

efficiency might be reduced (PIU 2002).

The Home Energy Report

The Government intends to introduce a Parliamentary Bill to require home sellers to

prepare a "seller's pack" before marketing a property. The intention is to bring forward

to the start of the buying and selling process essential information about the property

and hence speed up the process and reduce incidence of 'gazumping'. It is proposed

that the seller's pack will include an energy report detailing the energy rating of the

dwellings and recommended measures to improve that rating. The inclusion of the

energy report in the pack has been confirmed, however, there Is no fixed date for their

introduction. The potential of this report lies in the opportunity presented by the

increased likelihood of renovation work occurring and finance being available at this

time. It is possible that home movers may undertake energy efficiency work which is

otherwise considered too disruptive (PIU 2002).

15.3 Well-being-driven programmes

The Energy Saving Trust (EST)

Through the Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes (EEP), the EST has begun to

broaden its scope to include the fuel poor, aiming to encourage cross-sector working to

develop sustainable markets for energy efficiency measures. The Trust facilitates

partnership between companies and organisations with an interest in promoting energy

efficiency and eliminating fuel poverty, whether the interest be commercial,

environmental or social.

Home Energy Efficiency Scheme (HEES)

The Home Energy Efficiency Scheme (HEES) concentrates on low-income households

in private sector neglected and dilapidated homes, offering financial incentive for
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heating and insulation improvement packages. According to the Climate Change
Programme, the aim of the 'new' version of HEES (effective from June 2000) is '".to
ensure that the most vulnerable households (the old, the young, the disabled and
chronically sick) need no longer risk ill-health due to a cold home.'(DETR 2000c) The

280,000 being low-income over-60s.
intention was to help about 460,000 households in the first two years of the scheme -

"\
/

Home Energy Conservation Act (HECA)

The Home Energy Conservation Act (HECA) required local authorities to draw up
affordable warmth strategies, with the suggested target of 30% improvement in the
energy efficiency of the local housing stock. Financial help to meet this target is given
in the form of HECAction grants, which are given to local authorities in partnership with
private sector organisations, to deliver or encourage domestic energy efficiency
improvements. The purpose of HECAction is to 'pump-prime local authority HECA-
related activity, kick start self sustaining energy efficiency initiatives and assist in the
development of long term partnerships to stimulate and deliver energy
efficiency'(DETR 2000c). The Government's requirement that local authorities report
the progress associated with their HECA strategies effectively encourages reviews of
policies, plans and achievements in both tackling fuel poverty and also in domestic
energy efficiency.

Energy Efficiency Commitment

Energy Efficiency Standards of Performance (EESOPs) have been effective in the
electricity sector since 1994, requiring electricity suppliers to encourage or assist low-
income consumers to take-up energy saving opportunities. The Energy Efficiency
Commitment (EEC4) 2002 - 2005 will extend this scheme to gas providers and will
focus on energy saving targets, allowing companies freedom to design their own
programmes. It is hoped that this will result in a shift of focus from selling energy units
at the lowest price, to offering economical energy packages that include energy
efficiency. The utilities industry, in response to consultation documents, emphasised
that they regard the scheme as part of their commitment to both consumers' well being
and the environment (ref). The customer focus will remain with low-income

householders and in this way the EEC will contribute to the alleviation of fuel poverty.

Affordable Warmth Programme

The Government has worked with Transco to develop an Affordable Warmth
Programme. The programme offers 'operating lease finance' for the installation of new,
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energy efficient gasfired central heating systems. It is intended that new systems will

be installed in up to a million homes by 2007 (DETR 2001a). Operating lease finance

means that Transco underwrites the residual value of each system at the end of the

lease, thus enabling the finance provider to reduce the lease charge. Transco is also

funding the development and management of training programmes to provide people

with the necessary skills to meet the resulting demand. This will entail 3,000 skilled

gasfitter jobs and around 7,000 less skilled jobs (eg housing survey, Installation of

insulation, administrative support), some of which will be recruited via New Deal (Ibid).

Micro CHP

The Government believes that the installation of micro-CHP units in individual dwellings

could potentially result in large reductions in C02 emissions and has 'considerable

potential to reduce fuel poverty' (DETR 2001a). The combined heat and power units

offer potential annual fuel bill reductions of £100 compared to a standard high

efficiency gas central heating system. A government review of embedded energy

generation aims to ensure that micro-CHP has effective access to the electricity

network, at fair prices, and with financial recognition of the associated benefits. There

has also been a reduction in VAT on domestic micro-CHP. A large-scale pilot, involving

6,000 installations over a 3-year period, will test the suitability of the technology for fuel

poor households. If successful, the intention is to offer micro CHP through HEES for

owner-occupiers once the product is cost effective.

Warm Zones

The Warm Zone initiative was originally developed by the EAGA Partnership to draw

together energy utilities, local authorities and voluntary groups 'in a co-ordinated effort

to tackle fuel poverty in the area' (DETR 2001a). The ultimate aim is to substantially

deal with fuel poverty in 'Warm Zones' within 3 years, by reaching all households

eligible for home improvement measures through available grant schemes. Five pilot

Warm Zones are being supported by the Government to test the Initiative and develop

good practice. Their impact on fuel poverty is being evaluated both internally by Warm

Zones Limited and also Independently, by a team from the Centre for Sustainable

Energy and the NEA. If the pilots prove to be successful, the Government hopes that

the Zones will be developed elsewhere; funding options for doing so are being

investigated.
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Housing Investment Programme (HIP)

The Government provides Local Authorities with money to improve the housing stock
through the Housing Investment Programme. The primary aim of the programme is to
help elderly, disabled and vulnerable homeowners to stay in their own homes by
improving the condition of housing. Although individual local authorities decide how
best to spend their funds, Government guidance states that energy efficiency should be
an integral part of each authority's housing programme; hence it is expected that a
proportion of this money is spent on energy efficiency improvements. Grants are
offered to Home Improvement Agencies through the HIP (although changes are
expected when the Supporting People integrated budget is introduced in 2003-2004
(ref).

Legislation to enable effective Local Authority activity

In December 2001 DTLR introduced draft legislation to reform the legislation governing
private sector housing renewal. If introduced, these reforms will give Local Authorities
more freedom and a wider range of tools, to tackle poor quality private housing. The
proposals include broadening local authority loangiving powers and giving new powers
to make payments to third parties to help lever in private finance for home
improvement. Also proposed is a new general power for Local Authorities to give
financial assistance, or to provide labour and materials, for home improvement and
repair. The new power would replace current renovation grants, Houses in Multiple
Occupation grants and common parts grants, home repair assistance and group repair.
Local Authorities would be able to choose between giving grants, loans or other forms
of financial assistance such as loan guarantees, and to decide how much assistance to
give and what conditions to attach. They can deliver these policies themselves or
through other bodies, such as Home Improvement Agencies.

As an interim measure, Local Authorities were given new freedom to declare renewal
areas and group repair schemes and been given powers to waive the repayment of
relevant grants in a certain circumstances. This is intended to allow them to 'tackle
areas of abandonment' and help to stabilise areas on the brink of decline (DETR,
2000d).
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15.4 HER programmes in other countries

Europe

The Home Energy Rating as a Europe-wide concept was first introduced through a

Specific Actions for Vigorous Energy Efficiency (SAVE) directive in the early 1990s.

The directive required all countries in the European Union to certify the energy

efficiency of their homes. The potential of this type of certification scheme was thought

to lie in its ability to catalyse the input of measures to upgrade the energy performance

of the ageing housing stock. Since no definition was provided for such a scheme,

many different approaches emerged.

In January 2003 the European Commission (EC) published a Directive on The Energy

Performance of Buildings, which became European Law the following day. The

princlpal objectives of the Directive are:

• To promote the improvement of the energy performance of buildings within the

EU through cost effective measures;

• To promote the convergence of building standards towards those of Member

States which already have ambitious levels.

In order to achieve this, member states are required, among other things, to: set

minimum performance standards to new and existing buildings based upon an agreed

methodology; ensure that homeowners supply an energy performance certificate to

prospective buyers or tenants when a property is sold or rented; identify cost effective

energy efficiency improvements; and provide information on best use of energy in

buildings. In other words, it will be a requirement to have a single home energy rating

scheme and information programme in place for existing dwellings in each country by

January 2006.

The UK and Denmark have been the forerunners in producing single institutionalised

schemes. In the UK two primary Home Energy Rating systems have emerged: SAP

(Standard Assessment Procedure) and NHER (National Home Energy Rating). SAP is

the government approved method and scores dwellings on a scale of 1-120. NHER

provides a scale of 1-10 and rather than looking only at fixed elements of a home,

includes some site-specific information which helps to reflect actual running costs.

SAP is widely used for new homes due to the requirement that all new dwellings in the
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UK be assessed and SAP rated. Both SAP and NHER are also used by Local
Authorities to assess their existing stock since they have a requirement to report
energy efficiency progress under the Home Energy Conservation Act 1995. These
systems are also used to produce the HERs currently provided by mortgage lenders in
England, however, the provision of Home Energy Ratings for private sector
homeowners in existing dwellings is currently relatively rare due to a lack of supportive
legislation.

In Denmark an institutionalised home energy rating scheme has been operating since
1981. The scheme began by offering grants to homeowners for implementation of
recommended measures. However, this scheme has gone much further than in the
UK since its use within the existing stock is already enforced through legislation. In
1985 an obligation was placed on home sellers to have an energy audit and make the
results available to potential buyers. In addition there is now a requirement for
buildings over 1,500 square meters to be evaluated every three years. The rating
system used requires input of dwelling dimensions and bases calculations on the
Danish standard for energy performance of buildings. The report that is produced
gives information about the building's existing heating-energy performance, CO2

emissions, electricity consumption and water consumption. As in the case of the UK
HER, it also makes recommendations for measures to reduce overall consumption.

Several other home energy rating schemes have been developed in Europe, for
example in Ireland, Belgium and the Netherlands. In the Netherlands a home energy
rating and advice scheme for existing dwellings has also been adopted nationally. This
is supported by a 25% subsidy for implementation of the recommended measures.
Sustainable Energy Ireland is developing a Home Energy Rating programme that is
intended to provide a definitive national standard. In the early stages of using this
scheme it is intended that financial incentives will be used to stimulate homeowners to
voluntarily undertake the home energy surveys, for example by providing grants
towards recommended measures. There will also be investment to encourage
suppliers and associated trades to promote the rating scheme and marketing of the
appropriate standards and certification schemes. It is proposed that the homeowners
will also receive follow-up information and advice on the measures recommended.

t

The USA and Australia

In the USA individual states have taken different approaches, developing a variety of
home energy rating schemes. There are, however a few dominant schemes that have
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found acceptance nationally. The most prominent labelling scheme is the Energy Star
Homes programme provided by the federal Environmental Protection Agency. This
system provides a score between 1 to 100 which is equated to a Star rating ranging
from a 1 Star for a very inefficient home to a 5 Star for a highly efficient home. The
scheme requires new-build homes to achieve a score of 86 out of 100 possible rating
points, or 5 stars. An estimate of the home's energy costs is provided and, as with all
the other systems cited, the homeowner receives a report listing cost-effective options
for improving the home's energy rating. These ratings are also linked to the provision of
energy mortgages.

A variety of energy mortgage products have been developed, being sponsored by both
federally insured mortgages programmes and also the secondary mortgage market.
For those buying an existing dwelling the recommended improvements can be financed
through an energy improvement mortgage loan. For those buying an energy efficient
home, a number of private mortgage lenders offer discounted down payments or
interest rates for the purchase of Energy Star certified homes.

The Energy Star Homes programme is marketed through a national campaign of public
service announcements and its label is reinforced through use in a wide variety of
efficiency programs. A number of state energy offices have adopted the Energy Star
label to boost public recognition of their own energy programmes.

In Australia different states again take different approaches. Most states do not enforce
home energy ratings for existing dwellings via legislation. In the Australian Capital
Territory, however, homesellers have had to provide a copy of an energy rating
assessment for prospective buyers since 1999. This state uses its own rating system:
ACTHERS (ACT House Energy Rating System). There is no federally enforced system,
however, one of the most commonly used systems across the rest of Australia is the
Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS). This software considers the
dwelling dimensions and construction materials and calculates its performance for
every hour of the year. The result is an energy rating in megajoules per square meter
(mj/m2) and a star rating from 0 (poorly performing) to 5 (excellent). In New South
Wales it is becoming more common for so-called 'Energy Smart Councils' to require a
3.5 star rating for the development of a new dwelling. Some authorities use other
simplified systems that are based on NatHERS, for example, First Rate which is used
widely in Western Australia.

I
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This outline of different approaches to the HER around the world shows that the UK

scheme is not unique. Policy makers can potentially learn a great deal from the

experience of other nations in order to refine the UK scheme prior to implementation.
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16. Appendix C: Phase 2
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16.1 Cover letter and questionnaire

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
School of Architecture The Ana Tower

WCltera Bmk
Sheffield S10 2TN
'Jel: (0114) 222 0399
Fa: (0114) 2791276

Please can you help with this research?
I would like to know your views on the home energy report

Dear Sir or Madam,

Enclosed Is a questionnaire that forms part of an Independent research
project Into the energy efficiency of UK homes. Your contribution to this·

research will be extremely valuable, should you wish to help. You are being

asked to participate In the research because you are one of the few

homeowners In the UK who has received a home energy report, which forms
part of your HomeFlle Report. Ekins Surveyors has agreed to send you this
questionnaire on my behalf. It Is entirely up to you whether or not you
complete and retum this questionnaire.

All Information that you provide will be completely confidential and used only

for research Into domestic energy efficiency as part of a PhD at the School of
Architecture, Sheffield University. The overall results of the research will be

made available to Ekins Surveyors and to other providers of home energy
reports, to inform use of the report in the future. No Individual respon.e.
will be read by Ekln. and the Information provided will not Influence
your mortgage In any way at all. I would be very grateful If you would retum
the completed questionnaire In the prepaid envelope provided

Many thanks for your time.

~
Rosie Pamell (Main researcher)
If you have any questions please write to me at the address above or phone
on the daytime number given.

Figure 16-1: Phase 2 cover letter
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A.Aboutyou
We would like to know a little about your background so we can see how different people feel
about the topics in this questionnaire. Ekins S'urveyora has not passed on any of your
details to us. As with the rest of this survey, aUanswers are strictly confidential. If you do not
want to answer any of the questions about yourself just miss them out.

3.Age

4. Approximate annual household Income

5. How many people live In your

B. About your new home
It is useful to know the type and age of your new home because this gives us an idea of how
much energy it might be expected to use.

1. What type of home are you purchasing?

2. When was this home first built?

Figure 16-2: Phase 2 questionnaire, page 1
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C. Energy report details
Please refer to the energy report you have just received in your HomeFile Report.

Other -please specify:

3. 00 you Intend to carry out any other home Improvements to
the property (not energy efficient)?

If yes, what are they ?

..............................................................................

Figure 16-3: Phase 2 questionnaire, page 2
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D. Information
1. Have you ever received infonnation or advice on domestic energy efficiency by any of the
methods listed below? Please marle the appropriate boxes In column 1 .

2. Were any of the methods or sources particularly helpful in the past when it came to choosing
and 'nstallin ene ~!!i_qen measures? Marlethe a to rlate boxes In column 2.
Source of Information or Advice

Visit to a local energy advica cantre to see an advisor or for leaflets
The energy holline (telephone)
The free postal energy survey by Energy Savings Trust
Free leaflets posted iiirough your door
Infonnation leaflets I advica from employees at a hardware I DIY store
Home visit by a local Council energy advisor
Home energy efficiency survey bylfor the local Council

Other - please specify:

Other- please specify:

E. Motivational factors
1. Below are some reasons why you might want to adopt the energy efficiency measure-s

recommended in the energy report. How important is each reason to you? Please mark a
number 'rom 1 to 5 In every case.

1 • not at all Important
5 • extremely important

Possible reason to adopt a measure

to improve temperature for health reasons

to increase comfort I maka the house wanner

to reduce fuel bills! reduce spending on fuel

to reduce wastel keep the heat In

to increase convenience

to replace or repair something that has to be dealt with anyway

other home Improvement work Is going on anyway so It is easy to do

10 reduce impact on the environment

10 reduce energy consumption

a loan or grant is available to part-fund the work

Other (please specify): :1.:", ~,~.,",4· 5 "
• ,t> ',', " ,,_,' "

Other (please specify):

Figure 16-4: Phase 2 questionnaire, page 3
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3. Below are some barriers that might stop you adopting the energy efficiency measures
recommended in the energy report. How likely is it that each of them will stop you adopting
energy efficiency measures?

Please ring a number from 1 to 5 in every case:

Possible reason not to ado t measure
II will mean I can·tafford other things (holidays. cars, clothas atc.)

I don't have enough reliable information on what to do

I'm not going to be living in house for long enough

I have no time to do it! organise it

I do not have the necassary DIY skills

I can't be bothered

I can't find a reliable installer/supplier

iI:;iiitake too long to get the money back in reducad fuel bills

II involves mess and hassle

Other (please specify):

Other (please specify):

F. Your views on the Energy Report Please ring Ye.s or No:
1, Do you think the energy report could be Improved in any way? ',':Ye!l"C .No

'! '.?'.,

If yes, how could it be improved? (use back of sheet if necessary)
1 .

2 .
..................................................................................
3 , ·..·..·..·..·..·..·..·..· .

4 .
...................................................................................
2. Would It be helpful to have an advisor to ask questions related to I;.·,~,s.·,
the energy report?

No,' ,

If yea, what sort of questions would you ask?
1 .
..................................................................................
2 .
..................................................................................
3 .
..................................................................................
4 ·..·· ·..··· ·..·.. ·..·..·..·..·· ·..·..· .

Figure 16-5: Phase 2 questionnaire, page 4
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3. Would it be helpful to have an advisor to ask questions about
energy efficient home Improvement in general?

Figure 16-6: Phase 2 questionnaire, page 5

If yes, what sort of questions would you ask?
1 .

4 : ..

Installer

Interior designer ,\1',,"; ; :', .'",
Envlronmentala--rc7h7:"lte-ct-:------+----.,..;.--,....,.....;.j

'i ' .._'I

Surveyor

.' .".;e.

,Yes" No'.,,' .'

....................................................................................

Please return the survey in the prepaid envelope provided. Many thanks.

Builder I" '''.' ,',
Housing officer from the Council b> ",' i i ':( :

Independent energy advisor I;~:,' ":, , "'.'
Council energy advisor [:'. :1' ,,',,' ,;". ,!

Council Environmental architect:/>:: ..,,:::, \,'

2 , .

3 , , , .

4. Which, if any, of the following people would be suitable to act as
your advisor?

A DIY expert
Architect

Other- specify:

5. If a free advice service of this kind were offered to you shortly
after you moved Into your home, would you use it?

Other comments:

6. Do you have any other comments at all about the home energy
report or associated issues? Please use the back of the sheet for your
comments.
7. Thank you very much indeed for taking the time to fill in this
questionnaire, If any further research is needed, would it be okay to
contact you at a later date for a short interview by telephone (10 - 15
minutes)?
If yes, please give your phone number here:

Area code: ,,,.,, ,.. number: , " ". ", , " , ' '" , " .
What days and times would be best to
call?" .. ,,,', .. ,.. ,.. ,.... , ... ,,.· .. ,.... ·, .. ,.. ,.... ·.. ·, .... ·,,, .. ·,", .. ,, .. ",,, ...... ,..
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16.2 Assumptions made in analysing the phase 2 data

Questionnaire section A. Q. 4: The household was assumed to be that which was

moving into the new dwelling (or which currently lived in the home being re-

mortgaged). There was, however, a possibility that some individuals would respond to

this question by giving the number of people living in the current household and that

this might in fact differ to that in the future household.

Questionnaire section A. Q. 5: The data generated from this question was

disregarded, since it was possible that the respondent would reply with current

numbers rather than future numbers and that these numbers might differ (particularly in

the case of first-time buyers moving from a shared rented house.)

Questionnaire section B. Q. 1: If an end-terrace was specified, then this was

recorded as a semi-detached house, since these are equivalent in terms number of

external walls and hence potential for energy loss.

Questionnaire section C. Q. 1: A few home energy reports had apparently specified a

range from 5-15, 16-25 etc. rather than 0-10, 11-20 etc. In this case, the lower of the

two relevant ranges specified in the questionnaire was recorded.

Questionnaire section C. Q. 3: Where the response was 'perhaps' or 'maybe', this

was recorded as 'no'.

Questionnaire section D. Q. 1&2: Where there were no responses at all it was

assumed that the respondent had previously received no domestic energy efficiency

information or advice, although, where there was no answer to any of the questions on

this page, it was assumed that the page had been missed and the answer was instead

recorded as 'missing'.
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16.3 Phase 2 sample profile

16.3.1 Demographic information

Age Household Previous exposure to energy
Income [advice and information

N Valid 253 244 ~56
Missing 3 12 P

Table 16-1: Respondent age and household income response statistics

Frequency Percent ~alid Percent ~umulative
Percent

lValid 18-24 17 6.6 6.7 6.7
25-29 147 18.4 18.6 25.3
30-35 ~3 24.6 24.9 50.2
36-44 ~9 127.0 27.3 77.5
45-60 53 120.7 120.9 98.4
~O+ 4 1.6 1.6 100.0
rrotal 253 98.8 100.0

Missing ~ystem 3 1.2
Total 256 100.0

Table 16-2: Respondent age

Frequency Percent Valid Percent c:umulative
Percent

~alid under 1 .4 .4 .4
£8,000
J;.8,OOO· 15 5.9 ~.1 6.6
£15,000
~15,OOO • 84 32.8 ~4.4 41.0
~30,OOO
pO,OOO. 85 ~3.2 34.8 r?5.8
£50,000
£50,000+ 59 23.0 24.2 100.0
Total 1244 95.3 100.0

Missing System 12 4.7
rrotal ~56 100.0

Table 16-3: Household income

t
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16.3.2 Dwelling details

Home- When SAP Number of energy efficiency measures
~pe built? already installed in the dwelling
~54 253 ~42 252
~ 3 14 4

Table 16-4: Dwelling-type and age response statistics

Frequency Percent Valid pumulative
Percent Percent

Valid Terrace 68 26.6 26.8 26.8
Semi- 83 32.4 32.7 59.4
detached
Detached rr8 30.5 30.7 90.2
Flat ~5 ~.8 9.8 100.0
rrotal ~54 ~9.2 100.0

Missing ~ystem ~ .8
Total 256 100.0

Table 16-5: Dwelling-type

Frequency Percent !Valid pumulative
Percent Percent

j\lalid Pre 1919 ~O ~3.4 ~3.7 23.7
1919-1944 30 11.7 11.9 35.6
1945-1965 33 12.9 13.0 48.6
1965·1980 148 18.8 19.0 67.6
Post 1980 82 32.0 32.4 100.0
rrotal 253 98.8 100.0

Missing ~ystem 3 1.2
Total 256 100.0

Table 16-6: When the dwelling was built

Frequency Percent j\lalid Cumulative
Percent Percent

j\lalid 0·10 . ~ .6 .8 .6
11·20 15 5.9 ~.2 7.0
121·30 7 ~.7 2.9 ~.9
~1-40 37 14.5 15.3 25.2
~1·50 65 2S.4 26.9 52.1
51·60 53 20.7 21.9 [74.0
61·70 41 16.0 16.9 90.9
71·80 16 6.3 6.6 97.S
81·90 5 2.0 2.1 99.6
91-100 1 .4 .4 100.0
Total 242 ~4.5 100.0

Missing System 14 ~.5
rrotal 256 100.0

11

Table 16-7: SAP rating

74% of the dwellings had a SAP rating of less than SAP 60
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Frequency Percent !Valid lCumulative
Percent Percent

lValid 10 52 120.3 120.6 120.6
1 132 12.5 12.6 133.2
12 37 14.5 14.6 147.8
13 36 14.1 14.2 ~2.1
14 126 10.2 10.3 172.3
~ 121 ~.2 ~.3 80.6
~ 16 ~.3 ~.3 ~7.0
iT 16 ~.3 ~.3 93.3
~ 11 14.3 14.3 S7.6
~ 1 .4 .4 98.0
10 12 .8 .8 98.8
11 12 .8 .8 199.6
12 1 .4 .4 100.0
rrotal 1253 198.8 100.0

Missing ~ystem 3 1.2
Total 1256 100.0

Table 16-8: Number of energy efficiency measures already installed

20% of dwellings had no energy efficiency measures already installed (according to the

respondents); 52% had between 1 and 4 measures already installed.

Energy efficiency measure frequency %
energy savino lioht bulbs 14 1.8
draught-proofing 54 6.9
loft/roof insulation 137 17.5
cavity wall insulation 56 7.2
thermostatic radiator valves 32 4.1
condensing boiler 1 0.0
heating controls 101 12.9
hot water tank insulation 135 17.3
solid wall insulation 44 5.6
secondary glazino 22 2.8
double-glazino 128 16.4
pipe insulation 57 7.3
other 1 0.0
Total 782 99.8

Table 16-9: Measures already instal/ed

•
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16.4 Other intended home improvements -listed by category

'y . , ';:.':."',3 ,<~. ;."4 ·7'·'Win gw:,/aggll ~··~!tr"''<::i1 ~~; ~....,.' ';2"TIir.'~~\i, 'Jl: ~;i---. "

~ddouble doors between 10u~~Elan~.dinin~room... ... .... _ ..

Block 2 Internal Doors.. . ..

Fit new doors. ..

New external door to second bedroom to improve draughU warmth in room.
New front door.
Repaint window frames etc.Locks on doors. Reseal double glazing. _ .... - ..- . ...

!Repair Illasonry in window' mullions. .'
. ..

Repl~ce dining. room windC?~with french door '. .. ..
~eplace doors.
RElplacepatio doors - seal around has broken. .. ..

RElplace rotting timber ongarage d09r and wind.ows.
Replacement of front door. ...

Table 16-10: intended home improvements - windows/doors

Addition of conservatory. Extension to front of
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Table 16-11: intended home improvements - extension/conversion

Table 16-12: intended home improvements - bathroom
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Table 16-13: intended home improvements - conservatory

Table 16-14: intended home improvements - damp-proofing
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Redecorate

{,E:' ;1;;~L~;F~~f!~'&\r,,:;';;d'i, \1~'~i' j:,'i'~jflSI,iJ8§9J'.@Y_QJ1..:;;ij''':;T';' " " ;jM'ii,'i:';;:;:'~ ~; :':;Jil',,,", :.:.~::;;_,,~;
Redecorate

Redecorating interior

Redecoration

Redecoration

Usual paint decorating & furnishing of each room

Table 16-15: intended home improvements - decoration

I~ '~~~,);;:'t1}r;;..":,,:;" ;'!t,:l~;}t:W,:Zil " ,';~i~,:,.:',·'rt';D:O..Y!ilt.:glllzlfi9 ·''';,t'L;~''::'':.:::1.~ 'j,. :.iT:::' 11 ;iii!~_~'~!'J:':;L\.,,!
Change all windows - DG

Double glaze all windows

[)9_ublegla.zing ._ ... .. .. ..

Doubleglazing
,.

New double glazing throughout

Replacement UPV-C wincjows ...._ .. ." ~
Replacement windows -- .. ,

Table 16-16: intended home improvements - double-glazing

Table 16-17: intended home improvemenfs - electrical work
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Table 16-18: intended home improvements - building envelope

Table 16-19: intended home improvements - floor
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• i_" "'7:ii!~Z;;fi\j,:JiT -,:.,:::~'\t:;1Gr_Ol:fn~[clhni'. _\,';~ ,~~,"cl!F~l';.I'\io c-,'J~~",'"

Asbestosm~~erials, tot~~,out~uildings(remove)
IBlock paved drive

" "

B~Hdcarport
,.~. _u_, -. _.

Garden
Gardening. Shed/garag~. Parking- entry mirror.
Improve~ac~ fe']ce --

Installation of side entrance gate. Replacement of patio. Replacing front lawn with brick/block
paving
Landscape the garden

, -
New drive. Newgarage roof.
~aving. Garde~ shed:, ._ ....

Possibly new garden fence and concrete post around rear garden
, .._ ... --

Power & lightt()g~rage. New garage door.
Re concrete yard area

",_ , ,

replacement driveway and paths around the property
Tarmac the drive

_ .. - ,

Tab/e 16-20: intended home improvements - grounds/outbuildings
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Table 16-21: intended home improvements - kitchen
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uld like to portion front door way and stairs to make the sitting room separate, depending on

Table 16-22: intended home improvements - miscellaneous

16.5 Source of information or advice

Source of Information or Advice ~ecelved
(freQ)

Free leaflets posted through your door 94
Information leaflets / advice from employees at a hardware / DIY store ,57
A product manufacturer/ supplier 42
A builder/ installer 37
The free postal energy survey by Energy Savings Trust 20
Visit to a local energy advice centre to see an advisor or for leaflets 15
The energy hotline (telephone) 11,
Home visit by a local Council energy advisor 13
Home energy efficiency survey by/for the local Council 7
Other 28

Other categories:
Media 9
Job 4
Friends 3
Books/specialist literature 4
Education 2
CAT 2'
Miscellaneous 4
Table 16-23: previously received advice - source and frequency

57.4% (±6.1%, n=256, p<O.05), of respondents recall having previously received

energy advice or information. 35.2% (±5.9%, n=256, p<O.05), of the previously

received advice was useful according to the respondents.
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Source of Information or Advice Useful Useful
(frequency) (% of

received)
Visit to a local energy advice centre to see an advisor or for leaflets 14 93.3.
The free postal energy survey by Energy Savings Trust 18 90.0
The energy hotline (telephone) 8 72.7
A product manufacturer! supplier 30 71.0
Information leaflets! advice from employees at a hardware! DIY store 36 63.2
A builder! installer 22 81.7
Free leaflets posted through your door 40 42.6
Home visit by a local Council energy advisor 11 84.6
Home energy efficiency survey by/for the local Council 2 28.6

Table 16-24: previously received advice - useful

16.6 How the HER could be improved listed by category

Table 16-25: how the HER could be improved - 'How to'

Table 16-26: how the HER could be improved - alternative measures

IfV[~"',~i:'nr,',,'1t:~. ':;'_"I.'L'>~ ';;;,'~:~tl.':'",::~urjber"dila"8ft;~t.':!.,," , c. "''',;,'. .. "!'-"}"'i.l:.:..::~.,~ ~~~'

Comments on what is already there it seems to focus on what isn't
fomment on boiler/hot water system type/efficiency. Comment on siting/ size of radiators.
Rate the central heating system - Le. is it a good one?

-
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and payback period - this may be present in

Table 16-27: how the HER could be improved - further details

Table 16-28: how the HER could be improved - Further explanation of calculation methods

fJ:£:::l'l\[1\I': I'~Ji.§Ii:g:, ~~~'m::'Re'RYf~L1Hl~IIl1tfi.'lt~re'::IJJn:rI_Y.lcteE '~~'jc ·:i.·ii~j;O" '2t'!i:"~'~~
Reduce the use of jargon - how many lay people understand what a TRV is?1 Explain what a
condensing boiler is.

.,~ ~.

It could e~plCiin in simpl~r languag~. What is wrongl How these things could ~beimproved .,.
The ta.ble showing im_provements is a little unclear ~
Diagrams, charts (instead of figures)

I don't understand ali of it.

Misleading first page - tells me my rating out of possible 100, then goes onto say max possible
score really only 6~1.1would suggest putting the % and true potential score at th~ front. .
As eye-catching as ~anadvertisement.

Include a computer model that I can use to understand the report. Load my details to a
I

protected website. I can update and model energy use - maybe it could be linked to the energy
suppliers. I can then monitor and graph energy consumption.

Too many pages to read.

Do not understand notes on coverl helplines.
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Table 16-29: how the HER could be improved - report format, structure & language

Table 16-30: how the HER could be improved - information on grants

Table 16-31: how the HER could be improved -lack of specificity
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Table 16-32: how the HER could be improved - further suggestions

16.7 Questions related to the energy report listed by category

Table 16-33: questions related to the energy report - 'how to'

11....·1):'S'~",...,X"~ .;!i~::~"ii;i '';'i' .. :ffAltclrn~llx..~il",-re.-",,-'ii~~ ··.~w .:~.;~, ~;2 "-1\&"
Advice about solarpower heating.
Which fuel source would be,most co~t effective,& efficient for si~el type of house. Gas v elec:tric.
What effect install solar heating. .. "

What impact to the energy ratingwould major changes to house make i.e. addition of conservatory.

Table 16-34: questions related to the energy report - alternative measures

'·L·,'. '~;;;.'!"1;'§·f;; ;c>!,'g'~'. ."" :"!"T.JfYttblr::.tDliini-,,'~&." ~r&\ ' '~..i;.."'.;;~ _Ilj'l'1~'ili:i:::.
'Nhat impact would the work have on the current decorative co"dition of the'pr~p-erty?
Just to clarify points brought up in the survey .
Which would be the most effective way of reducing C02 production.
Cheapest form of heating .-
As above, plus which one item would be top priority and produce largest energy saving for my
budget. .

How energy inefficient is the house?
' ..

What is a condensing boiler?
Types of cavity wall insulation pros and cons. condensing boiler - how much more eff as
opposed to conventional boiler
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Table 16-35: questions related to the energy report - further details

s based on cheapest costs. Were they assuming installation by professionals or
le DIY?

Table 16-36: questions related to the energy report - explanation of calculation methods

Table 16-37: questions related to the energy report -lack of specificity

1~~z;';2)1i~&,~~2':;;:~;"::'·7:i;:":lJf;~-::>~f~1lon;onig!lJ!tfd;'~Ol.t·'· ;:' .,;i'"'. ,.;:~I;!~.:j~L.JII:.::iC

....cost
How to acquire grant

." . -
Wha.t measures can we take without paying a fortune?
Best buy products to buy - cost versus efficiency.
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Table 16-38: questions related to the energy report- information on grants/cost

Table 16-39: questions related to the energy report- further comments/questions

16.8 General questions listed by category

Table 16-40: general questions - 'How to'

I~f·:.';''.!'· ';';"~;KJIi.'~·~iftt/;l':·','"'·51;;~ 11 li'- '~D!t:., .',,":' ':'L"~~, _!h,d,-
Appliance effic!ency.Heating systemsl radiatortypes and siting

..

How easy would it be to install solar panels and whether excess electricity could be sold back to
the grid.

_. . .. .

Alternative e,nergysources - Le. solar
Up to date materials for future extension etc. Health risks of materials such as fibreglass.
Personally I would be interested in 'friendly products' e.g. solarI recycle water
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Table 16-41: general questions - alternative measures

Table 16-42: general questions - further detail

I''''?''i"" "'iiji>",,.t::)~.;,/:!~, .,·';·lhform..itIQn~on.gmn.g/.~Qitl':'" ".;;,~ ..
r,,,],'.4i.c

.What if any grants available to me to help GB reduce C02 emissions to meet international
obligations under Kyotoagreemen_t?
Any grants available ....
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Table 16-43: general questions - information on grants/costs

-fee (voluntary) genuine advice would be appreciated as long as it is going to be

Table 16-44: general questions - further questions/comments

16.9 Comments about free advice

rvice based on points received in the energy report would be worthwhile to explain
, ways forward etc. A lot of people plan what they will do before completion, discussion

be too late.

- seek their advice foremost. More likely to be
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interesting, does not feel

Table 16-45: comments about proposed free advice service
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16.10 Further comments

and money is the biggest obstacle for all these improvements - even though it saves
in long run - so - really a business that was concerned in saving money and energy only

s a 'loan' to get ball rolling - then the business would do the work and be paid from income
hat came in from earlier projects, i.e. company would benefit from savings for 25% longer than I

individual, eg if it takes 3 years to become profitable for a measure, then the company would
ke the savin for 4 etc.

bought two properties, both with a homebuyers survey. In both instances the electric wiring,
ough looking perfectly satisfactory on first glance, was not earthed and there lethal. In the

'.... 'rnrln instance the vendor had assured me the electrics had been tested. On checkinn I found
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is is the first survey I've seen so I have nothing to compare it to, but it seems very
mprehensive. I have no questions as all the energy efficiency measures suggested are fairly

to understand. Had I had a roblem with insulation or do need advice.
very interesting and enlightening survey which is extremely easy to follow and understand

by a complete novice to this subject area. It does however, draw attention to the fact that
condaryl double glazing and loft insulation must be the biggest con of the last century when
realise how little both increase the SAP of a house.
ce on things that are not relevant e.g. survey says roof inspection was required. The SAP
g is calculated on insulation etc within the home - how if roof and wall insul. was not

rveyed? Hot tank insuI. was not surveyed. There is more survey info about the SAP rating
the information on our house. It's stressful enough without being advised on how much

ney (an incredible estimated cost) we would need to improve our energy consumption. I think
he SAP rating etc. are good things, but when you pay a ridiculous amount of money for a two

e, very brief survey and get more about SAP rating and general rubbish that does not relate
e su then it becomes
do if I had free money to get the work done. If not it is often a case of make do until funds
. There is little point asking questions like this when the only people who ever get money to

help them improve energy in their homes are people on
efits. Those who work for a living never get advice or funding for such projects. Try asking
pie who live in housing association or council houses rather than those people with
rtgages. The rest of us put up with what we can afford. I would love to improve the energy

ratin in .home, but have to do it as fund~a"olN' .
e reason for saying no to F2 and F3 is that you get nothing for free. Would rather work out

for myself. Report was well- presented • very clear. Each section was well explained
out giving excessive info. Would have liked to have a section on solar power- even if only
owledge that it is available (+ giving contact details). Liked the idea of the table to illustrate

n",,,'I"1,,,,'" (years). Problem with this is that we are only looking at this house over 5 years,
would not benefits in time!

Table 16-46: Further respondent comments
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16.11 Statistical data analysis: results

16.11.1 Chi-square test: Intention to carry out other home

improvements and intention to take-up at least one measure

within the next year

o ements?o_y_ouIntend to carry out an other home improv
Observed N Expected N Residual

ne 10S 121.0 -13.0
yes 134 121.0 13.0

Total 242

T k t I ?a e-up a east one measure
Observed N Expected N Residual

ne 124 115.5 S.5
yes 107 115.5 -S.5

Total 231

Test Statistics
Do you intend to carry out any other Take-up at least one

home Improvements? measure?
Chi-Square 2.793 1.251

d 1 1
Asymp. Sig. .095 .263..

a 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is
121.0.
b 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is
115.5.

Figure 16-7: SPSS output

16.11.2 Mann-Whitney Test: intention to carry out other home

improvements and overall rate of intended take-up

Ranks
Do you intend to carry out an~ NMean Rank Sum of
.other home Improvements? Rank!

Takeup no 94 102.24 9610.50
yes 124 115.00 14260.50

Total 218

Test Statistics
Takeup

Mann-Whitney U 5145.500
WilcoxonW 9610.500

2 -1.604
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed .109

a Grouping Vanable: Do you Intend to carry out an other home improvements?

Figure 16-8: SPSS output
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16.11.3
level

Spearman's Rank Test: overall take-up and motivation

Correlations

Takeup Motivation level
overall

Spearman's Takeup Correlation 1.000 .193
rho Coefficien

Sig. {2-tailed .001
N 231 195

Motivation Correlation .193 1.000
level overall Coefficien

Sig. {2-tailed .007
N 195 216

** Correlation IS significant at the .01 level (2-talled).

Figure 16-9: SPSS output

16.11.4 Mann-Whitney Test: Motivation level andintention to

take-up at least one measure within the next year

Ranks
Take-up at least one NMean Rank Sum of Ranks

measure?
Motivatio No 100 88.98 8898.00

n level
overall

Yes 95 107.49 10212.0C
Total 195

Test Statistics
Motivation level overall

Mann-Whitney U 3848.000
WilcoxonW 8898.000

2 -2.292
Asymp. Sig. (2 .022

tailed)
a Grouping Variable: Take-up at least one measure?

Figure 16-10: SPSS output

'/
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17.1 Interview Guide: example

Follow-up research -seml-structured telephone Interviews

(151)
Tel: XXXXXXXXXXX 9-5

Ve. No11 Have you done any home Improvement. alnee you moved In?

ZAIYES
I) What have you done exactly?

b) [Non en ." Imp] Old you Incorporate or conllder any energy laving or environmentally
friendly materlall or product.?

Ve. No
What .. acUy?

How did you find out about thll?

b) Did you do the woI1< youreelf or employ someone to do it? DIV Emp

[DIY energy emclency me .. ure]
I) Old you find It relatively easy or dilTlcuit to get hold of the products or matenall you needed? EI.Y 0'"

ii) Did you feel you had enough Infonnation about what exactly you needad to buy? Ve. No

iii) Old you feel you had enough information on how to install the measure? Ve. No
iv) How did you find out what you needed to do?

lIn.telier energy .mclency me .. ure]
i) How did you .. Iact the person who did the worll?

Ii) Was ft relalive~ easy or difficult to find .omeone luitable who knew lbout thll kind of thing? EI.Y om

Figure 17-1: Follow-up interview guide page 1
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iii)Why did you decide to make these improvements? ... What appealed to you about them? [probe)

iv) Do you think you would have made the energy effICiency improvements if you hadn't received the
home energy report?

Yea No

Yes Nov) Are you satisfied with the results?

vi) Does/do thl improvement(s) wor1<and look Just as you expected? (If not how does It differ?) . Yes No

vii) How is/are the improvement(s) benefiting you naw? (En elf. m's • Increased comfort, reduced fuel bills etc.? Other •
More convenlenllfuncllonal, belter lifestyle)

viii) Does your home feel beller to be in, In anyway? How? (Is It quieter, warmer, does it look belter,
lighter more pleasant feel more homelY. more expensive belter quelilvl

Yes No

ix)Has iUHav8 they changed the way you use the home? Haw? Yes No

x)Oo you think that any of the improvements have Increased the value of your home? Which? ~~s No
Ye. No
Yel NoY.. No

1.
2.
3.

Figure 17-2: Foffow-up interview guide page 2
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28) NO [& for ~o .. Intended en elf m'. not yet .do~ed]
a} Are thare any improvements thet you still Intend to make~1to':-:-yo:-u-::r-;:-home=::;?~[;;-L-;::ls-;;t)----------------l

C) In the questiOnnaire you said that you Intended to install ... [energy efficiency measures) Do you still
Intend to do this?

Condensing boUer
Energy saving light bulbs
Double glazing
Draft-prooflng
thermostatiC radiator valves
Loft or roof insulation

Ves No
Ves No
Ves No
Ves No
Ve. No
Ves No

And build an extension Ve. No
C) What would you say Ire the main reasons that you haven't yet installed the other measures' any measures? (Ha. anything
actuaUy put you off carrying out the meal!ure. that were recommended?)

thermostatiC radiator
valve .

Energy saving light
bulb .

Loft or roof
insulation ..

d) I. there anything that might have helped you to install these measures? What exacUy?

Draft-proofing .

e) How long do you think you would need to ~ve with the improvement(s} to make ltIIhem worthwhile?

1. thermostatic radiator valves

2. Loft or roof insulation

3. Energy saving light bulb.

4. Drall-proofing

f} How long do you expect. would take to flll8ncially payback each of the Improvements you Intend to make?

1. Thermo.tatic radiator yalves

2. Loft or roof insulation

3. Energy laving light bulbs

4. Draft-proofing

Figure 17-3: Follow-up interview guide page 3
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3) Of .11 the Improy.ments th.t w.r. recomm.nd.d, do you think th.t .ny of th.m would Incr •••• the V.s No
y.'u. of your hom.? (L1.t)
1. ThelTllostatic radiator yalves Ves No

2. Loft or roof Insulation Vel No

3. Energy saying light bulbs
V.. No

4. Draftilroofing Vel No

4) Arl th.re .ny oth.r way. that you think you could Improy. your home to Improye your qu.11ty of Ilf. V.. No
or .Yln your h •• lth? How .xlctly?

.............................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

6) Hive you .y.r conlldered Iny other typel of energy efficiency mellure. (other th.n thOI. we'y. Vel No
.Ire.dy mentlon.d)? Wh.t exactly?

......................... " ....................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................

6) I) HlYI you he.rd .bout .ny of the following thlngl to do with the home?

b) [If y •• , follow up e.ch ltem with this] H.y. you eyer thought .bout Iny ofthe •• ls.ue. when you h.ye been
Improylng your home? (SpecIfY which)
c) pn eyery c •• e follow-up lach It.m with this) Would you be Intere.ted In finding out more .bout .ny of th.m?
(Specify which)

I b c
Off-gassing by the formaldehyde In certain home products.
(building and fumiture materials, paints, Yarnishes and wood praseNatiyel used in the home, can give
off toxic gases which haye been linked to asthma among other things)
Embodied energy in construction materials
(the energy that il used to make the malerials and lransport It from Its source to factories to the
shops)
Solar panels, photoYoltaic panels, combined heat and power units
(for hot water, for electricity,)

Rainwaler recycting for use in toilets
(from your roof to usa in things like loilets and washing machines to reduce water consumption.)
Passive IOlar gain
(used to heat the home(either directlY or Indirectly throuoh olass)
Recycling greywater
(the water from baths and basins which can be filtered to use aoain in 1001 and washers etc.)
Heal exchangers
(Used in ventilation systems where outgoing warm eir In used to heat incoming fresh air)
7) If you recelyed .n .nergy report next time you moyed home, would you prefer It to be proylded by • Goy Ind
Goyemm.nt .pproyed Idvlc. proyld.r or .n Ind.pendent Idvlce prOYlder?

Figure 17-4: Follow-up interview guide page 4
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I) The govemment il intending to make. compulsory for all home sellers to produce a pack of information
about the property for aHpotential buyers to see before they put In an oft'er to buy It. The pack would Include al
the survey end legal Information you need before you buy the home.

Would you pmar to racalva the energy report la plrt of thl. pick of Information, or directly from your Pack Land
mortgage lendar, a'l~~_d!d?
9) Would It be better for you~:'If"th;:-e::-e::-n::-e:-:rg=y-::::re:-:po:-::-::;rt"l=nfo=rm=ltI'-:o:-:n:-:w:-:I::-:':-:I;::n~ta:::g=ra:::;t=ed=ln::-;to~th:-:e:--g::-e::-::n:::e=re::-;l-;:h=0=ma:::--""""hI;::nt;--+..~p4
condition raport or kept entirely .ap.rate?
10) Are thare othar tim" or .ltultlon. that you think It would be u.eful to gat dom"tlc energy advice, Ye. No
othar thin Ifter you hive just moved?

11) Whare might It be helpful to gat thla Idvlce from? (Who would provide It? - e.g. builder, DIY .hop ate. ete.)

Figure 17-5: Follow-up interview guide page 5
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